VNS3 version 4.4.x

Initialization Guide - Free & Lite Editions
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Introduction
VNS3 is an Appliance as a Service that provides network security and connectivity - Security
Appliance, Application Delivery Controller and Uniﬁed Thread Management all rolled into
one - to your cloud-based applications.

SA
security appliance

+

ADC
application delivery
controller

+

UTM
unified threat
management

=

VNS3

This guide describes the basic concepts to initialize a Free or Lite Edition VNS3 controller.
Not all use-cases are covered in this document.
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Getting Started with VNS3
Set up a cloud account at a public cloud provider. VNS3 is available in most public and private cloud formats including:
• Public Clouds: Amazon Web Services EC2, Amazon Web Services VPC, Microsoft Azure, CenturyLink Cloud, Google Compute Engine (GCE), IBM
SoftLayer, OVH, as well as other smaller public clouds.
• Private Clouds: vSphere, Openstack, Eucalyptus, and more
• Virtual Infrastructure: VMware (all formats), Citrix, Xen, KVM, VHD and more

Familiarize yourself with OpenVPN TLS client if you plan on using the encrypted VNS3 Overlay Network.
Familiarize yourself with your IPsec ﬁrewall/router network device if you plan on creating a site-to-site IPsec connection to
your cloud application deployment via VNS3. VNS3 supports most IPsec data center solutions including:
• Preferred: Most models from Cisco Systems*, Juniper, Watchguard, Dell SONICWALL, Netgear, Fortinet, Barracuda Networks, Check Point*, Zyxel
USA, McAfee Retail, Citrix Systems, Hewlett Packard, D-Link, WatchGuard, Palo Alto Networks, OpenSwan, pfSense, and Vyatta.
• Best Eﬀort: Any IPsec device that supports: IKE1 or IKE2, AES256 or AES128 or 3DES, SHA1 or MD5, and most importantly NAT-Traversal standards.
• Known Exclusions: Checkpoint R65+ requires native IPSec connections as Checkpoint does not conform to NAT-Traversal Standards and Cisco ASA
8.4(2)-8.4(any) and Cisco ASA-X 9.2(any)-9.6.1 bugs prevent a stable connection from being maintained.
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Getting Help with VNS3
Support for VNS3 is provided through the Cohesive Networks Support Site according to
our Support Plans.
We recommend reviewing the Support Site FAQs and this document before opening a
support ticket.
If you need more information on how to setup a speciﬁc cloud environment or prefer video
instructions, please see our Product Resources page for additional links.
If you need speciﬁc help with project planning, POCs, or audits, contact our professional
services team via sales@cohesive.net for details.
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About “Interfaces (BETA)”
Cohesive 4.4.0 introduces the Interfaces Web UI page and API calls in Beta.
The features are reasonably robust but Cohesive is reserving the right to
change things up as we get customer feedback.
We “resisted” having an Interfaces page for years, even though this is usually
the FIRST thing you run into when conﬁguring a “metal” security controller.
The cloud, in contrast, has a single default network adapter - and for a long
time there were not meaningful multi-interface use-cases.
With the advent of instance types that can have MANY interfaces and new
opportunities for using virtual interfaces (VTI, GRE, VXLAN), we have changed
our position.
What is BETA in this release are the use-cases. Virtual adapters “coming and
going” creates real uncertainty of how to snapshot a device conﬁguration and
re-constitute it in another subnet, account, region or cloud as the connection
structure might be completely diﬀerent.
Regardless, we are now committed to making our Interfaces experience as
simple as the rest of VNS3. Let us know what you think.
FOR SIMPLICITY (and laziness) we have not re-made all of the screen
shots in our 4.4.x documentation for the mere purpose of all of the
side menus saying “Interfaces (BETA)”.
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Remote Support
In the event Cohesive needs to observe runtime state of a
VNS3 Controller in response to a tech support request, we will
ask you to open Security Group access to TCP port 22 (SSH)
from our support IP, 54.236.197.84, and Enable Remote
Support via the Web UI.
Note that TCP 22 (ssh) is not required for normal operations.
Each VNS3 Controller is running a restricted SSH daemon, with
access limited only to Cohesive for debugging purposes
controlled by the user via the Remote Support toggle and key
exchange generation.
Cohesive will send you an encrypted passphrase to generate a
private key used by Cohesive Support staﬀ to access your
Controller. Access to the restricted SSH daemon is completely
controlled by the user. Once the support ticket has been
closed you can disable remote support access and invalidate
the access key.
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Firewall Considerations
The VNS3 network appliance uses the following portsVNS3 Controller instances use the following TCP and UDP ports.
VNS3 Web UI/API - TCP port 8000
HTTPS admin interface; must be accessible from hosts where you will want to obtain runtime status or conﬁgure
peering, also needs to be open to and from the Controllers at least for the peering process, and needs to be accessible
when downloading credentials for installation on overlay network clients.
VNS3 encrypted Overlay Network - UDP port 1194
For client VPN connections; must be accessible from all servers that will join VNS3 topology as clients.
IPsec Phase1/ISAKMP - UDP port 500
UDP port 500 is used the phase 1 or IKE (Internet Key Exchange) component of an IPsec VPN connection.
IPsec Phase2/ESP or NAT-Traversal - UDP port 4500 or Protocol 50 (ESP)*
Protocol 50 is used for phase 2 or ESP (Encapsulated Security Payload) component of an IPsec VPN connection only
when negotiating with native IPsec. UDP port 4500 is used for the phase 2 or ESP (Encapsulated Security Payload)
component of an IPsec VPN connection when using NAT-Traversal Encapsulation.
* Some public cloud providers require IPsec connections to use NAT-Traversal encapsulation on UDP port 4500
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VNS3 Free and Lite Edition Pre-conﬁguration Details
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VNS3 Web UI Log in
Login to the VNS3 Web UI - https://<Controller IP>:8000
Default username: vnscubed.
Default password for AWS deployments: instance id (i-xxxxxxxx)
Default password for all other deployments: vnscubed
Reset your passwords:
• Reset the Web UI Password - Even though the instance id is
unlikely to be “guessed”, please change it for security purposes.
• NOTE: Your VNS3 Controller answers to API calls on the same
port 8000 as the web interface runs on. Ideally make a
separate password for the API usage against the Controller.
• Reset the API Password - Even though the instance id is unlikely
to be “guessed”, please change it for security purposes, again
making it a diﬀerent password than the web interface is
probably best.
Cohesive does not have any key access or remote access to your
VNS3 Controllers unless provided by you. If you forget these
passwords we cannot recover them for you.
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VNS3 Free and Lite Editions Pre-Conﬁgured Overlay Network
VNS3 version 4.3.3 and higher Free and Lite Edition images launched
through the cloud marketplace are completely initialized with unique
Overlay client credentials generated on ﬁrst boot. This allows for
simpler and faster deployment.
The Overlay Network functionality is optional but the Overlay Network
needs to be set in order for the VNS3 controller to function.
In order to provide this preconﬁgured functionality, Cohesive Networks
has selected a small Overlay Network CIDR in the Carrier Grade NAT
reserved address space of 100.64.0.0/10 (RFC 6598). This
preconﬁgured Overlay Network ensures no overlap with the underlying
cloud network conﬁguration or remote networks that will connect via
VNS3 VPN functionality.
Preconﬁgured Overlay Network for Free and Lite Editions 100.127.255.192/26.
In situations where a diﬀerent Overlay Network is desired follow the
steps to reset and re-initialize the controller following steps outlined
on page 15 of this guide.
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A Note on the VNS3 Overlay Network
The VNS3 Overlay Network is an optional feature that provides end-to-end encryption, increased
performance (in most cloud environments), and ip address mobility across regions and cloud
providers.
The Overlay Network is an essential component to the shared responsibility/trust model when
running workloads in a 3rd party controlled environment like public cloud. Our customers use the
Overlay Network to meet and exceed industry regulations like HIPAA, PCI, and NIST Cybersecurity
Framework or internal IT requirement when migrating to cloud.
To deploy the Overlay Network, unique cryptographic X.509 keys (generated on the VNS3 controller)
and tied to a speciﬁc IP address in the Overlay Network subnet are distributed to the cloud or remote
servers. These IP credentials are then used with a TLS client (like OpenVPN) to make an encrypted
connection back to the VNS3 controller or VNS3 controller mesh. All communication between
devices in the Overlay is passed through the VNS3 encrypted switch and depending on the use-case,
communication to remote networks or the public Internet can routed through VNS3 as well
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VNS3 Controller Status
Once the passwords have been set, click status to view the
Runtime Status page for a summary of all runtime conﬁguration
information.
Controller Status
The Controller’s identity within the Overlay Network (which was
setup in the Peering steps) is displayed in this section.
Peers and Clients
Connections to other Controllers (called Peers) and client
servers (called clients) are displayed in this section. If you setup
a multiple Controller topology in the Peering steps you will see a
Peered Controller listed. If you setup a single Controller
topology, you will see no Peers.
System Status
Instance level information is displayed in this section.
The VNS3 Controller is ready for connections to be added. We
recommend starting with conﬁguring any IPsec connections
that are needed before connecting client servers via clientpacks.
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Continue with Conﬁguration
Follow the conﬁguration steps provided in the VNS3 4.4.x Conﬁguration Guide starting on
page 25.
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Optional - Reset Factory Defaults
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Reset Overlay Network
As previously mentioned VNS3 Free and Lite Editions come preconﬁgured with a
100.127.255.192/26 Overlay Network.
There are some situations where you will need to use a diﬀerent Overlay Networks address
space for your speciﬁc use-case. Reasons could include but are not limited to, using a
speciﬁc CIDR that ﬁts with your organizational internal/external addressing requirements or
increasing the size of the Overlay Network for growth future prooﬁng.
This OPTIONAL section outlines the steps required when the preconﬁgured Overlay
Network subnet needs to be changed.
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Optional Reset Overlay - Reset Factory Defaults
Reset Factory Defaults removes all preconﬁgured
settings on a VNS3 Free or Lite Edition Controller
instance. The only conﬁguration parameter that will
remain is the username and password (both UI and
API) set on the Controller instance at the time of the
reset operation.
To Reset Factory Defaults navigate to https://
<managerIP>:8000/reset_defaults. This URL is not
linked anywhere in the UI to eliminate the possibility
of accidentally resetting a production server.
On the resulting page enter the code displayed to
validate the reset and click Reset.
After Reboot, the Controller is reset and you can
choose how to conﬁgure starting with Initialization.
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VNS3 Overlay Network - Avoid any Address Overlaps
The Overlay Network functionality is optional but the Overlay Network needs to be set in order for
the VNS3 controller to function. When choosing between the default Overlay Network subnet
range or a custom subnet deﬁned by your speciﬁc topology needs, avoid any address overlap.

YOUR OVERLAY NETWORK RANGE CANNOT OVERLAP WITH THE CLOUD SUBNET/VPC/
VNET.
Deﬁne an Overlay Network Subnet that does not overlap with:
• cloud VLAN (VPC, VNET, or similar) where the VNS3 controller or cloud-clients are running
• datacenter subnets you you plan on connecting to via IPsec (with connecting partner
cooperation thais can be worked around)
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Conﬁgure a new Overlay Network Addresses
WARNING: YOUR OVERLAY NETWORK RANGE CANNOT OVERLAP
WITH THE CLOUD SUBNET/VPC/VNET.
The resulting screen allows you to choose the VNS3 Overlay Network to
be used by your cloud-based client servers. Click the Custom Radio
button to specify a custom subnet range.
The required ﬁelds are:
• Overlay Subnet CIDR (deﬁnes the range of addresses that will be
available to your Overlay Subnet)
• Controller IPs (each Controller is a member of the Overlay Subnet on
the speciﬁc addresses deﬁned)
• “My Controller” VIP (an Overlay IP address used by the Controllers for
peering and syncing)
• Client IPs (the actual IPs that will be available for your cloud-based
Overlay Subnet client servers).
Once you complete this step, the Controller instance will reboot itself
and will come up with your speciﬁed topology enabled and running.
Click Submit and reboot.
Skip to Step 2: Generate Keys on VNS3 Controller.
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Generate Keys on VNS3 Controller
The Controller is now conﬁgured to the License specs (how many
Controllers it can peer with, how many clientpacks are available, and
how many ipsec links are available).
The ﬁrst step in Controller conﬁguration is to generate the X.509
cryptographic keys associated with each Overlay Network IP called
clientpacks. The clientpacks are used along with an SSL client
(OpenVPN is recommended) to connect a client server to the Overlay
Network using a speciﬁc IP address over an encrypted SSL tunnel.
Click Generate New under Overlay in the left column.
During key generation you can specify a Topology name to be
displayed in the Controller UI for a given set of peered Controllers.
This can be changed at anytime by clicking on the Topology Name
under Admin in the left column menu.
Also specify a security token. This can be anything but record this
for future use as Controller peering and conﬁguration fetching will
require you to enter this again.
Click Generate keys link. Key generator will be started in the
background, and you can refresh screen to observe progress.
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Peering Controllers: Peering Controller 1
Controllers connect to each other in a process called Peering. Peered
Controllers create a redundant, highly available and secure overlay network
and share traﬃc load from the overlay network connected servers.
NOTE: Firewall rules added to a speciﬁc controller are not automatically
synced to other controllers in the peered mesh.
Click Controller Peering under Overlay.
The Peering Setup Page will display the number of Controllers allowed to
peer together in your topology as deﬁned by the license ﬁle used to
conﬁgure the Controller.
For Controller #1 select "this instance" from drop down, instead of specifying
its IP. To be valid, your form must have "this instance" value in one and only
one drop-down.
If your topology has unused Controllers, leave the extra ﬁelds set to "not set”.
If you have a multiple Controller topology, enter the Public DNS address of
the second Controller for Controller #2. Repeat this for each additional
Controller in your topology.
When done select Save Changes.
If you are using a single Controller Topology (VNS3:vpn or Lite Edition), Skip to
Step 4: IPsec Conﬁguration.
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VNS3 Document Links
VNS3 Product Resources - Documentation | Add-ons
VNS3 Administration Document
Covers the administration and operation of a conﬁgured VNS3 Controller. Additional detail is provided
around the VNS3 Firewall, all administration menu items, upgrade licenses, other routes and SNMP traps.
VNS3 Container Document
Conﬁgure and customize VNS3 and VNS3:turret products’ Docker-based container plugin system.

VNS3 Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting document that provides explanation issues that are more commonly experienced with
VNS3.
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